
Citizen group Pipe Up says that evidence to be submitted
by Trans Mountain replacing evidence prepared by
Steven J Kelly essentially returns the entire Trans

Mountain Expansion hearing process to its
starting point, and requests new rounds of
information requests and opportunities for
new evidence to respond to Trans
Mountain’s replacement evidence. 

Evidence prepared by Kelly for Trans
Mountain was struck from the record by the
NEB Board when Kelly was appointed to the
board at the beginning of September. The
board asked that new evidence be provided.
‘Brief Report’Responds

Trans Mountain, replying to this request on
August 28, stated that Texas consulting firm
Muse Stancil was preparing a ‘brief expert
report’ on their behalf and that this would be
filed with the board by September 25. Trans
Mountain also undertook to file
‘consequential amendments’ to the
Conference Board of Canada’s direct
evidence and John J Reed’s direct evidence
for ‘only those portions where these experts
relied on Mr Kelly’s evidence’.

Kinder Morgan characterized this as ‘re-filing evidence on a
narrow issue’. Pipe Up takes exception to this, citing a list
provided by Kinder Morgan in an appendix to its August 28
letter.
Pipe Up, Living Oceans, Ecojustice Ask

for a Restart
Says Pipe Up: ‘expunging Mr Kelly’s direct evidence and his
response to Information Requests from the evidentiary record

brings this process back to square one in respect of each issue
with which Mr Kelly’s evidence deals.’

Pipe Up also refers to recent changes in oil demand, and
significant reductions in crude oil prices,
noting correctly that this has led to
massive changes in plans for future oil
sands developments and resulting
capital costs. Along with Living Oceans
Society and Ecojustice, Pipe Up says the
Board should: establish two rounds of
information requests; permit
interveners to file new, additional, or
updated evidence to respond to the
replacement evidenc; and, provide
funding for expert reports that respond
to the replacement evidence.
Trans Mountain Wants

a Speed-Up
Trans Mountain asks that the NEB
Panel ‘expedite the remaining
procedural steps required to conclude its
review of the Project Application’.
‘Specifically,’ requests Trans Mountain,
‘the timeline for further procedural steps
to allow parties to address this limited

new evidence be abridged...’. 
Kelly’s evidence appears to affect much of the economic

justification for the additional pipeline. Is much of it to be
recycled? 0
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Pipe Up says Trans Mountain back to ‘square one’
Patrick Brown

Kelly’s Struck Evidence
A summary of the many topics included
in Steven Kelly’s evidence:

Netbacks; rail alternatives; excess
transportation capacity; market need;
market diversification; Asian premium;
international demand for oil; input-
output analysis; crude oil by rail;
netback benefits (including heavy
crude); project capital cost; oil price
forecasting; supply and demand;
markets; oil sands crude density and
type; gross benefit vs cost benefit
analysis; forecasting; project need;
current market; impact on energy
prices for local communities; impact of
oil prices on economic feasibility;
Western Canada supply; rail capacity;
California markets.

(Appendix A, August 28, 2015.)
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